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Carrier Objective

To continue in the academic sector, pursuing a PhD in Economics, studying growth theory, macroeconomic and
microeconomic theory, quantitative methods for economics and finance, with particular attention to the topics of
long-run inequality between social classes and intertemporal choices of savings and investments by both private and
public sector, analysing public debt dynamics and the efficiency of the production factors’ allocation.
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Education
• University of Turin, Collegio Carlo Alberto
PhD in Economics; main interests:

August 2020 - Present

– inequalities
– growth theory
– applied economics & econometrics
– dynamic macroeconomics
• Paris School of Economics
Visiting student for Master Thesis project; foreign tutor: Prof. Angelo Secchi.
• Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies - University of Pisa
Master of science in Economics

February 2020

September 2018
Final grade: 110/110 cum laude

• Italian Econometrics Society
September 2018
Advanced course in ”Financial Time Series”; main topics: volatility, ARA and ARMA models, high frequency
data, risk management
• London School of Economics
Summer School in Econometrics

July 2017
Final grade: A

• University of Pisa
Bachelor degree in Banking, Finance and Financial Markets
Final dissertation’s title: ”Fiscal compatible policies”.
• Liceo Classico M. Pagano, Campobasso

September 2015 - June 2018
Final grade: 110/110 cum laude
2010 - 2015
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Work Experience

Ministry of Economy and Finance
Internship trainee

July 2019

• Specific training on O.I.V. (Organismo Indipendente di Valutazione della performance) legislation (Legislative
Decree 150/2009, Prime Ministerial Decree No. 158/2016, Legislative Decree 74/2017); study and in-depth
study of the methods adopted for measuring and evaluating performance, with particular attention to integrating the performance cycle with the economic-financial planning cycle; analysis of MEF spending programs and
recognition/revision of the relative indicators; study and analysis of the MEF programming documents and
their placement in the performance cycle (Performance Plan, Notes to the Budget Law, General Directive on
administrative action and management); support for monitoring/finalization analyzes of the Centers.
• Study of the interdependence relation between political environment and technical sector during the policy
application process.

University of Pisa, Department of Economics and Management
Teaching assistant
October 2018 - July 2020
I was teaching assistant in microeconomics and macroeconomics at the bachelor degree offered by the Department
of Economics and Management at University of Pisa.

Starting Finance
Facebook author
March 2018 - April 2019
I wrote for the blog ”Starting Finance”; the main purpose of this experience is making finance simple and understandable, trying to spread financial and economic culture. My articles are available at the following link:
http://www.startingfinance.com/author/samuele-ialenti/ (articles are in italian).

University of Pisa, Department of Economics and Management
Counselling and international students tutor
April 2018 - July 2018
I was part of the international relations office of the Depatment of Economics and Management, University of Pisa;
my job consisted in introducing the incoming students in the environment of the Department.
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Publications
1. (in Italian) D. Burgalassi, S. Ialenti, T. Luzzati, ”Industria 4.0: non soltanto rischi occupazionali”, for La
Dimensione Globale della Finanza e della Contabilità Pubblica - Atti del Convegno annuale di Contabilità
Pubblica, Pisa, 6-7 Dicembre 2018, Itinerari di Diritto Pubblico e di Finanza Pubblica, 2020
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Other experiences

Lecture/Seminar, University of Pisa, Department of Economics and Management
Guest speaker
October 2019
Lecture/Seminar on ”Industry 4.0 and its possible consequences in the economic system; the raise of inequalities and
its treatment by the CES production function”.

Workshop, Liceo ”Galilei”, Pisa
Guest speaker
February 2018
Workshop on ”The economic science and its applications in real life: basic topics of economics and finance”, in
collaboration with Sabrina Pedigo; coordinator: prof. Pompeo della Posta (University of Pisa)
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Universiadi del trading
Trader
September 2017 - February 2018
Participation at the European university trading contest ”Universiadi del trading”, organized by ”Directa S.I.M.”;
days of training at ”Giotto S.I.M.”.
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Awards
1. Full PhD scholarship, awarded by University of Turin
2. Mobility scholarship for the Thesis research project abroad, awarded by University of Pisa (2019).
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Technical Strengths

Econometrics and Programming
Software & Tools
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R (proficient), Stata (intermediate knowledge)
MS Office, LATEX

Language skills

English (professional, academic, fluent - Cambridge Certification B2)
Italian (mother tongue)
Spanish (basic)
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Personal Traits and Interests
• Highly motivated and eager to learn new things;
• Strong motivational;
• Ability to work as an individual as well as in group;
• Pianist and classic music student (I attended the Conservatory of Music, and I’m continuing to improve my
practical and theoretical skills in classic music);
• Martial arts athlete (Wado Ryu karate, MMA).

Last update: 10/03/2020.
Samuele Ialenti,
University of Pisa
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